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INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

A MAN, late-20s, tired, wanders the aisles of a brightly 
lit, modern grocery store. He picks up a CAN OF CREAMED CORN 
and looks at it. He nods approvingly.

He turns the can to look on the back and immediately slams 
the can back into place.

MAN
(furious whisper)

Not today, you son of a bitch.

The man turns back around and nearly collides with a 
shopping cart. It's being pushed by a STRANGER, late-20s, 
hair askew, twitchy.

STRANGER
Janet!? Janet is that... is that 
you? Oh my God it is you!

MAN
What?

STRANGER
Damn you're looking good, Janet! 
What's it been, like eight months?

The man stares for a moment at the stranger, bewildered.

Beat.

MAN
My name's not Janet, man.

STRANGER
Classic Janet, always giving 
everybody the ol' reach around. 
Like I would forget the little miss 
who used to follow me around the 
playground just begging me to play 
pretend horses.

MAN
You've clearly got me confused with 
somebody else.
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STRANGER
You really think I wouldn't 
recognize the saucy coed who stayed 
up with me every single night, 
dreaming of the worlds we'd conquer 
once we finally graduated.

The man gestures emphatically to himself.

MAN
Look at me, I'm not a Janet, dude.

STRANGER
Okays sure, Janet, I gotchu. 
Because you totally weren't 
standing beside me as my beautiful 
maid of honor, supporting me and 
giving me strength as I walked down 
the aisle toward my happy ever 
after. And afterwards you totally 
didn't hook up with that altar boy.

Stranger laughs nostalgically.

MAN
You mean... the officiant?

STRANGER
Look Janet, I wasn't in the back of 
the walk-in freezer, yet. So you'd 
know better than me.

The stranger leans in and winks.

STRANGER (CONT'D)
You dog.

MAN
(nervously)

Okay, well, you're freaking me out 
dude, so I'm leaving. Good luck 
with your... shopping.

We see inside the stranger's cart. WE SEE 40 different JARS 
OF PEANUT BUTTER. Half of them are open and eaten.

The man tries to push past the stranger.
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STRANGER
Janet! You're acting crazy again.

MAN
(sarcastically)

You know me...

The man gets past the cart, but before he can take another 
step, the stranger grabs his arm and pulls him close.

STRANGER
(getting louder)

But I did get into that freezer 
eventually didn't I, Janet? That 
fat ass ring bearer wasn't the only 
sack of meat you spread out over 
those thirteen gallons of chocolate 
ice cream.

MAN
Let me go!

STRANGER
(screaming)

I'm pregnant, Janet! Something 
about those frigid conditions sent 
my baby makers into overdrive. 
Whatever you did worked, Janet, it 
worked!

The man stops struggling and stares at the stranger.

STRANGER
(much calmer, beginning to 
cry)

He's yours, Janet, and his name is 
Grandpa Grandfather Jr., after your 
grandfather...

The man and the stranger stare at each other for a long 
moment, breathing heavily.

A LADY with a cart pushes by them, picks up a can of creamed 
corn, and walks away.

Beat.
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MAN
Carol?

CUT TO BLACK:

CUT BACK IN:

INT. GROCERY STORE - DAY

STRANGER
What? No, I'm Dave.

CUT TO BLACK:


